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The Legend of Zelda: Battle Quest

1 to 4 Players

Team Attractions

Enter a world of archery and swordplay and vanquish enemies left, right and
centre in a valiant quest for the Triforce. Recommended for team play!
1–3

Some modes require the Wii Remote™ Plus.

1 to 5 Players

Pikmin Adventure

As Olimar and the Pikmin, work together to brave the dangers of a strange
new world. Smash blocks, defeat enemies and overcome the odds to make
it safely back to your spaceship!
1–4

1 to 5 Players

Metroid Blast

Assume the role of Samus Aran and take on dangerous missions on a distant
planet. Engage fearsome foes on foot or in the flying Gunship and blast your
way to victory!
1–4

Some modes require the
Wii Remote Plus and Nunchuk™.
2 to 5 Players

Competitive Attractions

Mario Chase

Step into the shoes of Mario and his friends the Toads, and get set for
a heart-racing game of tig. Can Mario outrun and outwit his relentless
pursuers for long enough?
1–4

Luigi’s Ghost Mansion

2 to 5 Players

In a dark, dank and creepy mansion, ghost hunters contend with a
phantasmal foe. Shine light on the ghost to extinguish its eerie presence
before it catches you!
1–4

Animal Crossing: Sweet Day

2 to 5 Players

In time-honoured tradition, the animals are out to grab as many sweets
as they can throughout the festival. It’s up to the vigilant village guards to
apprehend these pesky creatures!
1–4

X to X Players

No. of players who can participate

or

Requires Wii U GamePad
(horizontal or vertical position)

1–X

Number of required
Wii Remotes

1 Player

Yoshi’s Fruit Cart

Chart a safe route for the Yoshi Cart and guide it to the goal, making sure to
pick up all the fruit along the way.

1 Player

Octopus Dance

Follow the instructor’s lead and dance to the rhythm of the beat or the
octopus will sweep you off your feet!

Donkey Kong’s Crash Course

1 Player

Solo Attractions

Guide a rickety little cart through a taxing course filled with contraptions
and make it to the end in one piece.

Takamaru’s Ninja Castle

1 Player

Fight your way through a deadly ninja castle, armed only with throwing
stars, a sword and your lightning reflexes. Gain new skills as you progress!

Captain Falcon’s Twister Race

1 Player

Blaze through a wild, winding course at high velocity and steer the quickest
path you can in this futuristic racing attraction.

1 Player

Balloon Trip Breeze

Embark on a scenic but risky journey across the sea with only a couple of
balloons to keep you aloft. Dodge the obstacles and see how far you can sail
the air currents!

Co-operative play

Competitive play

Single player

Assisted play

A Guide to
e
t
Nin ndo Land Plaza
1 Central Tower
Spend Nintendo Land Coins earned from attractions here to play the
Coin Game.

2 Attraction Gates
These are the entrances to the 12 main attractions.

3 Tour Train
This little steam train will take you on an Attraction Tour. Family and friends
welcome!

4 Prizes
You can win all sorts of prizes from the Coin Game. See if you can get them all!

5 Mii Characters
When you connect to the internet, Mii™ characters from all over the world will
come and visit you.

Electronic Manual
Press the HOME Button while this software is running, then
select to view the electronic manual. Please read this manual
thoroughly to ensure maximum enjoyment of your new software.
For support, please consult the electronic manual, the Wii U Operations Manual or the Nintendo website. The electronic manual is
available in PDF format on the Nintendo website.
IMPORTANT: This game is protected by copyright! The unauthorised copying of this game and / or distribution of such copies may
lead to criminal and / or civil liability.  The use of an unauthorised device or software that enables technical modification of the
Wii U console or software may render this game unplayable. A system update may be required to play.  For use with the European /
Australian version of the Wii U console only.
IMPORTANT: Please read the separate Important Information Leaflet.
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